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  Literary style is, many might agree, something of a nebulous subject. The
reader certainly knows which author has the better style, but explaining in a
clear, concise way, just what makes a particular author's style better than an-
other's, has not been, and is not now, an easy task, to say the least. The student
of literature has, for the largest part, been confined to using the terms of
traditional grammar to explain style. This has led to, largely, an enumeration
of the different parts of speech - nouns, verbs, conjunctions, etc. - to show that an
author's style is simple, complex, spare, complicated or even, as in the case of
Ernest Hemingway, CChardboiled." The paradox in that last label for Ernest
Hemingway's style lies in the fact that many critics consider Hemingway's style
to be poetic. If both labels are true, then perhaps we would need to coiR a new
term for a new genre: ttHardboiled Poetry," vis a vis romantic poetry, one might
suppose. If the student is to resolve this apparent paradox and, it is to be hoped,
get a better understanding of the nature of modern English literary style, he
may have to leave the traditional path and wander across open fields of learning
and knowledge. A student, however, so not to wander so far astray that under-
standing be lost, does need guidance in his or her studies.
  A little known approach to the study of English literary style is the Christensen
Method-an approach developed by the Iate Francis Christensen, Professor of
English at the University of Southern California and, further developed, upon
the death of Francis Christensen, by Bonniejean Christensen, Presently Professor
of English the University of North Dakota. The structure of the previous
sentence illustrates quite clearly what the Christensen Method is about-multi-
level sentences, also called cumulative sentences, built with "tfree modifying
phrases," phrases that can be placed in more than one position within a sentence
without effectively altering the basic meaning of the same. The beginRings of
the Christensen Method go back to the early 1960's when, in an essay entitled
t(A Generative Rhetoric of the Sentence" Christensen examined the nature of
style used by modern, successful professional writers of both fiction and non-
fiction. The survey included in that essay shows conclusively that the free
modifying phrase is a technique widely used by authors to develop texture in
their writing.
  Since free modifying phrases are seldom, if ever, taught in the classroom, this
paper will introduce the basic tenets of the Christensen Method, review briefly
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the survey of literary style made by Francis Christensen and, to give weight to
the argument that the Christensen Method has even greater value for understand-
ing of literary style today, attempt to show that recent authors use free
modifying phrases to a greater degree than was the case in the first half of the
20th century.
  As mentioned above, the Christensen Method is based upon the cumulative
sentence and free modifying phrases. The first or basic principle implied in the
Christensen Method is the principle of addition, a principle widely recognized by
students, teachers and professional writers, whether they have ever heard of
Francis Christensen or not. The principle, simply stated, is that as more detail is
added to a sentence, the image that the reader gets in his mind becomes clearer,
closer to that which the author originally had. In order to implement this basic
principle of addition, modern authors use free modifying phrases in various
positions within sentences and give these free modifying phrases various levels
of concreteness. Which brings us to two further principles coined by Francis
Christensen, namely, The Principle of Direction and The Principle of Levels of
Generality.
  The former alludes to the flow of thought within a sentence, which word or
phrase is being modified by what other words or phrases. For example:
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caught two bass, hauling them in briskly as though they were mackerel,
pulling them over the side of the boat in a businesslike manner without
                t    net, and stunning them with a blow on the back of the head.
Also:
   dusk, fish leaped in the channel, making sounds like flat stones thrown
   edgewise.
    first example, the headword is Ccaught' and the free modifying phrases
  verbal phrases, each beginning with a verbal that modifies the headword,
    The direction of movement is all, therefore, from right to left. In the
   example, the free modifying phrase CAt dusk' is located in front of the
clause tfish leaped in the channel,' in other words, in the initial position, so
direction of motion is from left to right. The phrase at the end of the base
     the second example acts in the same way as the phrases in the first
    Motion is from the right to the left. The Cmotion' stops when the word,
  or clause being modified has been reached. Direction of motion, in other
  may be thought of as the direction the reader's eyes move when he looks
    modifier to the word, phrase or clause being modified.
   Iatter principle, Levels of Generality, refers to increasing concreteness
appears as smaller aRd smaller parts of a whole are modified or described
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in succession. For example:
   :    1 Joad's lips stretched tight over his long teeth for a moment,
       and
    1 he licked his lips,
     2 like a dog,
       3 two licks,
         4 one in each direction from the middle.
      Also:
    1 Miss Buell's face, //,wrinkled itself into a complication of amusement.
     2 which was old and greyish and kindly,
       3 with grey stiff curls beside the cheeks and eyes that swam very
          brightly,
         4 like little minnows behind thick glasses,
The headwords in each of the free modifying phrases refer back to the headwords
in the next higher level. In other words, the sentence gradually moves from the
general to the more specific.
  The application of the above principles takes some considerable effort on the
part of the student and is not a subject suitable for the confines of such a short
paper as this. Briefly, it can be said, however, that all the aspects of definition,
detail and quality can be built into a modern sentence by using free modifying
phrases. Generally speaking, a noun phrase, whose headword is a noun, describes
a thing, usually a noun or nominal found in the level immediately above it. A
verb phrase describes action and. usually modifies the verb or verbal in the next
higher level. An absolute phrase, which is a sentence that lacks tense, modifies,
or is used to modify, the entire phrase or clause in the next higher level, usually
the base clause. While description of things and actions are found separately in
different sentences, it should be pointed out that authors largely combine the
two, for example:
    1 She met him at the appointed time in the Plaza lobby,
      2 a lovely faded, gray-eyed blonde in a coat of Russian sable.
  Back in 1950 Francis Christensen was prompted to check validity of using
sentence openers to excess when he read CCVariety in Sentence Structure: A
Device" which was published in College English in April of that year. The article
suggested that the goal of the teacher should be to get his students to put
something before the subject in 75-80% of the sentences. To test whether this
reflected the real situation found in modern writing, Professor Chrjstensen chose
ten writers of fiction and ten of non-fiction to survey. This survey showed that
fiction writers used sentence openers in 20% of their sentences while non-fiction
writers averaged closer to 30%.
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article. Moreover, 92.8% and 93.9% respectively
  one type only, adverbials. Even the article



















      survey all free modifiers were tallied. The total
    there was at least one free modifying phrase in 75%
    the twenty authors surveyed, excluding quotations,
     There were, however, differences in position, fre-
   grammatical kinds in the final position between the
non-fiction. The following figures are from 2000 sample
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sentences:
                          initial Mediat Final
          Non-fiction 575 or 28.7% 492 or 24.6% 452 or 22.6%
          Fiction 404 or 20.2% 329 or 16.4% 812 or 40.6%
           Final Position Aloun Phrases 17lerb Phrases Absolutes
           Non-fiction 123 63 9
           Fiction 131 218 108
  The works surveyed were all published before 1960 and, as pointed out in the
introduction, the third purpose of this paper was to find out to what extent
today's authors use the free modifying phrase. Chosen for my own survey were
thirteen best sellers from the last few years with the exception of James
BaldwinCs Another Country which was published shortly after 1960. Since Profes-
sor Christensen's survey has already shown that surveying more than 200 sen-
tences does not appreciably alter the results of the survey of an- author's style,
I, too, limited my survey to 200 sentences from each of the thirteen chosen books.
The percentages given below represent, therefore, one half of the total number
of free modifying phrases in each position found in the 200 sentences surveyed
in each book.
               Author and Title Percentages
                                             initial Medial Final
   Adams, Richard Watership Down 34 14.5 56.5
   Auel, JeanMThe Clan of the Cave Bear 13.7 3.7 39.4
   Baldwin, James Another Country 14.9 17 68
   Heinlein, Robert A. Stranger in a Strange Land 11.2 5 70
   Hill, Ruth Beebe Hanta Yb 37 16 69
   Jones, James l17histle 16.6 6 47
   Kaye, M. M. The thr Pavillions 27.7 29 78.5
   Lessing, Doris Shikasta 14.8 17 90.6
   McCullough, Colleen The Thorn Birds 15.7 5.7 41.4
   Smith, Martin Cruz Gorky Park 15.5 13.3 22.2
   Updike, John Bech:ABook 24 56.4 52.5
   Uris, Leon Trinity 30.5 2.85 39
   Wouk Herman VVbr and Remembrance 344 13 46
                Average Totals 22.3 15.3 55.4
  Interpretation of the above survey is somewhat difficult as the authors are of
several different types and of varying degrees of experience. The books by
Adams, Auel, Hill and McCullough are all first books. Smith was originally a
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journalist, training for whom aims at a very terse style. There is enough evidence
here, however, to suggest that today's authors make extensive use of the free
modifying phrase, giving further reason on the part of students of English
literature to become familiar with free modifying phrases, how they are con-
structed, how they are balanced within sentences and, finally, the correlation
between sentence ,and paragraph structure in today's English language.
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